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Abstract

The schema-guided dialogue state tracking as one track in
DSTC8 has several challenges. The foremost challenge is that
some domains have little to no training data available. The
second challenge is that the system offered slots are updated
to the state spanning multiple utterances. Thus, the traditional
methods only encoded the last two utterances that may ignore
such offered slots. To address the above issues, this paper
presents a pipeline state tracking model contained three parts:
(i) a zero-shot categorical state tracker is modelled to track
the categorical slots, (ii) a zero-shot free-form state tracker
is modelled to track free-form slots, (iii) an adoption state
tracker is modelled to detect in which turn the system offered
slots are adopted by the user. The proposed pipeline model
fine-tuned on the BERT-Base model achieves 73.03% joint
goal accuracy (the 5th place) and 92.49% average goal ac-
curacy (the 3rd place) in the schema-guided dialogue state
tracking challenge.

Introduction
Virtual assistants such as Google Assistant, Siri, Alexa aim
to help user accomplish specific goals by a natural language
interface. In these virtual assistants, dialogue state track-
ing estimates the user goals based on the conversation his-
tory and applies these maintained goals to call services/APIs
to help user accomplish specific task. Thus, dialogue state
tracker plays a vital role in virtual assistants.

In recent studies (Henderson, Thomson, and Young 2014;
Mrkšić et al. 2017; Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2018; Wu et
al. 2019; Gao et al. 2019), deep learning based approaches
for dialogue state tracking have shown promising results.
This line of work has been facilitated by the dialogue cor-
pora such as DSTC2 (Williams et al. 2013), WOZ (Wen et
al. 2017) and MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al. 2018). How-
ever, prior dialogue corpora only cover few domains and de-
fine a single static API per domain, which ignore that mul-
tiple services with heterogeneous interfaces has overlapping
functionality in the real world. To study on aforementioned
issues, the schema-guided dialogue dataset is proposed in
(Rastogi et al. 2019). This dataset is designed to serve as an
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I want to search for one-way flight for which I need                
your help to search for the suitable one.Usr:

What is the start and end place of your travel plan and let know 
the date when you are leaving, so that I can search according to 
your convenient dates.

Sys:

I have planned to travel from New York on 4th of this month to 
Washington. Is that information is enough to search for the 
flight or do you want more.

Usr:

That is enough. Searched and found an outbound flight from 
American Airlines which leaves at 10:55 am with 0 stops for 
which the cost is $91.

Sys:

Usr:
Can you check whether the ticket will be refundable or not and 
also let me know the arrival time of onward flight for my 
reference.

The arrival time of onward flight i at 12:05 pm and the ticket 
will not be refundable.Sys:
That's okay. I will go with this flight. Thanks.Usr:

Dst: 'Flights_1': {}

Dst: 'Flights_1': {'departure_date': ['4th of this month'], 
'destination_city': ['Washington'], 'origin_city': ['New York’]}

Dst: 'Flights_1': {'departure_date': ['4th of this month'], 
'destination_city': ['Washington'], 'origin_city': ['New York’]}

'Flights_1': {'airlines': ['American Airlines'], 'departure_date': 
['4th of this month'], 'destination_city': ['Washington'], 
'origin_city': ['New York'], 'outbound_departure_time': ['10:55 
am']}

Dst:

Figure 1: An example of dialogue state tracking in a con-
versation. The red arrows on the right are the case that the
offered slots from the system are updated to the state based
on user adoption spanning multiple utterances. (Usr: user,
Sys: system, Dst: dialogue state tracking)

effective testbed for intent prediction, slot filling, state track-
ing in large-scale virtual assistants. In this dataset, slots are
categorized into two types: categorical slot (i.e. slot takes
one of a finite set of possible values) and free-form slot (i.e.
slot can take any string value). These descriptions of two
types of slots are present in a guided schema. This schema-
guided dialogue dataset, containing over 16k multi-domain
conversations spanning 16 domains, has several challenges.

The foremost challenge is that constantly increasing num-
ber of services over a large number of domains produce un-
seen services and domains. Prior studies (Mrkšić et al. 2017;
Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2018; Gao et al. 2019; Zhang et
al. 2019) only focus on the domains where training data is
available. The second challenge is that the offered slots from



the system are updated to the state by user adoption spanning
multiple utterances as shown in Figure 1. The slots such as
“airlines” and “outbound departure time” are offered by the
system after calling an API and expected to be updated to the
state. Then the user may request more information about rec-
ommended item and adopt it in the next few utterances such
as “That’s okay. I will go with this flight. Thanks.”. Since
these cases are not present in MultiWOZ dataset, previous
studies (Mrkšić et al. 2017; Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2018;
Zhang et al. 2019) on MultiWOZ pay less attention on such
update.

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we emphasize
that the models for state tracking should have ability to gen-
eralize in zero-shot settings. Additionally, a model should
detect in which turn the offered slots from the system are
adopted by the user.

In this paper, we propose a pipeline state tracking model
contained three parts: a zero-shot categorical state tracker,
a zero-shot free-form state tracker, and an adoption state
tracker. The zero-shot categorical state tracker is applied
to track the categorical slots. The zero-shot free-form state
tracker is modelled to track free-form slots. The adoption
state tracker is modelled to detect in which turn the of-
fered slots from the system are adopted by user. The pro-
posed pipeline model only fine-tuned on BERT-Base model
achieves 73.03% joint goal accuracy (i.e. the 5th place) and
92.49% average goal accuracy (i.e. the 3rd place) in the chal-
lenge. To summary, our main contributions in this work are
two-folds:

• We propose a zero-shot categorical state tracker and a
zero-shot free-form state tracker to tackle the zero-shot
challenge. The zero-shot categorical state tracker is mod-
elled as a binary classifier that infers whether a possible
value for given slot is provided in last two utterances or
not. During inference, the possible values for given slot
are ranked based on the modelled classifier. The zero-shot
free-form state tracker is modelled to point out the slot
values from utterances as the method in machine compre-
hension (i.e. slot description as question and user utter-
ance as passage).

• We propose an adoption state tracker to detect in which
turn the offered slots from the system are adopted by the
user, which is modelled as binary classifier by fine-tuning
an individual BERT model.

Related work
Dialogue state tracking (DST) is a core component in task-
oriented dialogue systems. Traditional DST approaches usu-
ally rely on hand-crafted features or domain-specific lex-
icons (Henderson, Thomson, and Young 2014; Wen et al.
2017), which are difficult to extend to new domains. Recent
data-driven deep learning methods for DST have achieved
promising results. Previously, DST methods assume a fixed
ontology in which all slots and their possible values are
known, then these methods perform classification over the
set of all possible values of a slot or individually score all
possible slot values (Mrkšić et al. 2017; Zhong, Xiong, and
Socher 2018; Ren et al. 2018; Lee, Lee, and Kim 2019).

In reality, however, obtaining the list of all possible val-
ues taken by some slots is not feasible because this could
be very large (restaurant name, city etc.), unbounded (date,
time, username etc.) or dynamic (movie, song etc.). Hence,
such approaches are not practical for deployment in virtual
assistants operating over real-world services. To tackle the
aforementioned issues, a class of methods derived candi-
date slot values from either a predefined ontology or by ex-
traction of a word or n-grams in the dialog context (Ras-
togi, Hakkani-Tür, and Heck 2017; Goel et al. 2018). An-
other type of approaches formulated DST as an extractive
machine reading comprehension problem in which the an-
swer of the question is a text span in the passage. These
methods extract slot values through span matching with start
and end positions in the dialog context (Xu and Hu 2018;
Gao et al. 2019). Concretely, (Gao et al. 2019) first use a
slot carryover model to decide whether to carryover a slot
value from the last turn, then it predicts the slot value as a
span of tokens within the dialog if the slot carryover model
predicts label “span”. However, it is hard to find a partic-
ular string in the dialogue context due to the diversity of
value descriptions. For instance, the ontology has moderate
but the dialog context has moderately. To address this is-
sue, (Goel, Paul, and Hakkani-Tür 2019) introduce a hybrid
approach (HyST) which learns the appropriate method for
each slot type (i.e. open and closed vocabulary), and (Zhang
et al. 2019) proposed a Dual-Strategy for DST (DS-DST)
which track each slot by classifying over a candidate-value
list defined in the ontology and finding text spans in the di-
alogue context. The most similar technique to our work is
the DS-DST. In contrast, we design a zero-shot categorical
state tracker and a zero-shot free-form state tracker for track-
ing categorical slots and non-categorical slots defined in the
service schema, respectively. Besides, DS-DST only apply
last two utterances may discard such offered slots from the
system, while our work propose an adoption state tracker
additionally to detect the user adoption for the offered slots
from the system.

Pre-trained models such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2019),
XLnet (Yang et al. 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019)
have showed promising performances on many down-stream
tasks. Recent studies (Lee, Lee, and Kim 2019; Chao and
Lane 2019; Zhang et al. 2019) that utilize BERT to encode
the dialogue history or slot information have achieved con-
siderable improvements. Among them, SUMBT (Lee, Lee,
and Kim 2019) employs BERT to extract representations of
candidate values. BERT-DST (Chao and Lane 2019) adopts
BERT to encode the inputs of the user turn as well as the
previous system turn. (Zhang et al. 2019) utilizes a fixed
BERT model to output the representations of each candi-
date slot value and use the other fine-tuned BERT to encode
the domain-slot types and dialog contexts. Considering these
pre-trained models may help the model to generalize to un-
seen services and domains. Thus, our proposed pipeline state
tracking model is based on the pre-trained model (i.e. BERT
(Devlin et al. 2019)) to achieve the generalization perfor-
mance in zero-shot settings.
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{none, provided}

Figure 2: Zero-shot categorical state tracker.

Models
The proposed pipeline dialogue state tracking model is intro-
duced in this section, which comprises three parts: a zero-
shot categorical state tracker, a zero-shot free-form state
tracker, and an adoption state tracker. The zero-shot categor-
ical state tracker is modelled to track the categorical slots.
The zero-shot free-form state tracker is modelled to track
free-form slots. The adoption state tracker is modelled to
determine in which turn the offered slots from the system
are adopted by user. These models are described in detail
respectively as follows.

Zero-Shot Categorical State Tracker
The zero-shot categorical state tracker is modelled to track
the categorical slots. Considering the generalization in zero-
shot settings, the proposed zero-shot categorical state tracker
is modelled as a binary classifier that infers whether a pos-
sible value V j

m is provided by the user in last two utterances
(Usys

t , Uusr
t ) or not, where t denotes the number of turns,

V j
m denotes a possible value from slot Sm, Usys

t is the sys-
tem utterance at turn t, and Uusr

t is the user utterance at turn
t. During the inferences process, if all the possible values are
not provided in utterances (Usys

t , Uusr
t ), then the slot value

of Sm from the last turn is transmitted to the current turn,
if at least one possible value is predicted as provided in ut-
terances (Usys

t , Uusr
t ), then the possible value with highest

probability on provided is updated to the current turn.
To model this binary classifier for zero-shot categorical

state tracker, a pre-trained BERT is applied as shown in Fig-

ure 2. This pre-trained BERT encodes the slot Sm, the pos-
sible value V j

m, the system utterance Usys
t and the user ut-

terance Uusr
t , and outputs the distribution over two types

of labels {none, provided}, where the class label of “pro-
vided” represents that the possible value V j

m is provided in
utterances (Usys

t , Uusr
t ). Concretely, the aforementioned in-

put is tokenized and organized into two sequences Asc and
Bsc as follows:

Asc = Sm ⊕ V j
m, (1)

Bsc = Usys
t ⊕ Uusr

t , (2)

where ⊕ denotes the sequence concatenation. The embed-
ded representations of entire input are obtained through pre-
trained BERT as follows:

Hj = BERT([CLS]⊕Asc ⊕ [SEP]⊕Bsc ⊕ [SEP]), (3)

where hCLS
j ∈ Rd, the final state corresponding to the [CLS]

token, is the aggregated representation of the input token se-
quence. The hCLS

j is utilized to perform binary classification,
and the distribution over two labels of {none, provided} is
calculated as follows:

ŷsc
j = softmax(Wsch

CLS
j + bsc) = [p0j , p

1
j ] ∈ R2, (4)

where Wsc ∈ R2×d and bsc ∈ R2 are learnable weights and
bias, respectively. p1j is the probability that V j

m is predicted
as the “provided”.

The loss of zero-shot categorical state tracker for slot Sm

at turn t and the total loss of a given active service are com-



“I would like for it 
to be in San Jose.”
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t
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“Do you have a specific 
which you want the eating 
place to be located at?”
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“City in which the 
restaurant is located”

{none, 
dontcare, 
provided} …

…

…

Figure 3: Zero-shot free-form state tracker.

puted as follows:

Lm
sc = −

J∑
j=1

yscj log(ŷscj ), (5)

Lsc =

M∑
m=1

Lm
sc, (6)

where yscj is the “one-hot vector” of ground truth label.

Zero-shot Free-Form State Tracker
The zero-shot free-form state tracker is modelled to track
free-form slots. Considering the generalization in zero-shot
settings, the proposed free-form categorical state tracker is
modelled as the Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC)
model like the studies in (Gao et al. 2019; Chao and Lane
2019). Different from above studies, the user utterance Uusr

t
is used as the passage, and the slot description Sd

m con-
catenated with the system utterance Usys

t is applied as
the question in our proposed model. The proposed model
outputs a categorical distribution over three types of la-
bels {none, dontcare, provided}, meanwhile, the proposed
model outputs the IOB (in-out-begin) sequence labels for the
user utterance Uusr

t to point out slot values. During the in-
ferences process, if the input sequence is predicted as label
“none”, then the slot value Vm from the last turn is trans-
mitted to the current turn, if the input sequence is predicted
as label “dontcare”, then the “dontcare” is used as the slot

value Vm, if the input sequence is predicted as label “pro-
vided”, then the slot value Vm is pointed out based on the
IOB (in-out-begin) sequence labels.

To model this multi-task state tracker, a pre-trained BERT
is applied as shown in Figure 3. This pre-trained BERT
encodes the user utterance Uusr

t , the slot description Sd
m

and the system utterance Usys
t , and outputs the distribution

ŷst
m over three types of labels {none, dontcare, provided}.

The proposed model also outputs the IOB sequence labels
Y ∗m = (y1, . . . , yL), which are obtained by mapping the
sequence representations from BERT to the labels through
a Bi-LSTM layer and a Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
layer. Concretely, the input is tokenized and organized into
two sequences Ast and Bst as follows:

Ast = Uusr
t , (7)

Bst = Sd
m ⊕ Usys

t , (8)

The embedded representations of entire input are obtained
as the same way in formula 3. The aggregated representa-
tion hCLS

m is utilized to perform classification, and the distri-
bution over three labels of {none, dontcare, provided} is
calculated as follows:

ŷst
m = softmax(Wsth

CLS
m + bst) = [p0m, p1m, p2m] ∈ R3,

(9)
where Wst ∈ R3×d and bst ∈ R3 are learnable weights and
bias, respectively. The sequence representations Hm from
BERT is used to predict the sequence labels. This sequence
representations Hm is projected to a matrix of scores Pm ∈
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Figure 4: The adoption state tracker.

RL×K by the bidirectional LSTM, which is computed as
follows:

Pm = BiLSTM(Hm), (10)

where L is the sequence length of user utterance Uusr
t , K

denotes the number of distinct tags and Pl,k corresponds to
the score of the kth tag of the lth token in user utterance
Uusr
t . The scores Pm is used to obtained the total score over

all the possible tag sequences by the CRF layer, which is
computed as follows:

S(Ŷm) =

L∑
l=0

Ayl,yl+1
+

L∑
l=1

Pl,yl
, Ŷm ∈ Ŷm, (11)

where Ŷm = (ŷ1, . . . , ŷL) denotes a possible tag sequence,
Ŷm denotes the set of all possible tag sequences, and A de-
notes a matrix of transition scores such that Ai,j presents the
score of a transition from tag i to tag j. The output sequence
Y ∗m is predicted as the sequence with the maximum score,
which is computed as follows:

Y ∗m = argmax
Ŷm∈Ŷm

S(Ŷm) (12)

The output of classification and the output of sequence
labels are trained jointly as a multi-task learning. The total
loss of these two parts is computed as follows:

Lm
st = −

M∑
m=1

(ystm log(ŷstm) + S(Ym)− log(
∑

Ŷm∈Ŷm

S(Ŷm)))),

(13)

where ystm is the “one-hot vector” of ground truth label and
Ym is the ground truth sequence labels.

Adoption State Tracker
Since the offered slots from system may delay being updated
to state based on the user adoption for those slots as shown
in Figure 1, an adoption state tracker is modelled to detect in
which turn offered slots are adopted by the user. To this end,
the proposed model is modelled by a pre-trained model that
encodes the user utterance Uusr

t and outputs the distribution
over two type of labels {other, adoption} as show in Figure
4. During the inferences, if the user utterance is predicted
as label “adoption”, then the offered slots from system are
updated to dialogue state, for another case that the offered
slots are already informed by the user, the offered slots can
not be updated to the slots, if the input is predicted as label
“other”, then the model does nothing to the offered slots. The
embeded representations of user utterance Uusr

t are obtained
through pre-trained BERT as follows:

H = BERT([CLS]⊕ token(Uusr
t )⊕ [SEP]), (14)

The aggregated representation hCLS is utilized to per-
form classification, and the distribution over two labels of
{other, adoption} is calculated as follows:

ŷua = softmax(Wuah
CLS + bua) = [p0, p1] ∈ R2, (15)

where Wua ∈ R2×d and bua ∈ R2 are learnable weights
and bias, respectively, and p1 is the probability that user ut-
terance Uusr

t is predicted as the “adoption”.
The loss of adoption state tracker for one dialogue is com-

puted as follows:

Lm
ua = −

T∑
t=1

yuat log(ŷuat ), (16)

(17)
where yuat is the “one-hot vector” of golden label. Since
these labels is not provided in the dataset, a simple rule is
applied to obtain the adoption labels as described in next
section.



Table 1: The overall statistics of schema-guided dialogue
dataset.

Training Dev Test
No. of dialogues 16,142 2,482 4,201
No. of turns 329,964 48,726 84,594
Total domains 16 16 18
Total services 26 17 21

Table 2: Model performance on dev sets and test sets (Avg
GA: average goal accuracy, Joint GA: joint goal accuracy).

Dev Test
Avg GA Joint GA Avg GA Joint GA

Baseline 0.694 0.383 0.740 0.411
Our model 0.943 0.786 0.925 0.730

Experiment
DataSet
Schema-guided dialogue dataset (Rastogi et al. 2019) is the
largest public task-oriented dialogue corpus, which contains
over 16k multi-domain conversations spanning 16 domains.
The overall statistics of the training, dev and test sets are
shown in Table 1. Different form prior datasets such as
DSTC2 (Williams et al. 2013), WOZ (Wen et al. 2017) and
MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al. 2018), schema-guided di-
alogue dataset has multiple services with overlapping func-
tionality and is designed to serve as an effective testbed for
state tracking in large-scale virtual assistants. In this dataset,
the evaluation sets contain unseen services. The slots are cat-
egorized into two types: categorical slot (i.e. slot takes one of
a finite set of possible values) and free-form slot (i.e. slot can
take any string value). The descriptions of these two types
slots are listed in the schema. The dialogue state tracking la-
bels are used to train the zero-shot categorical state tracker
and the zero-shot free-from state tracker. Since these labels
is not provided in the dataset, a simple rule is applied to label
user utterances. This rule is that the different between cur-
rent slot value labels and last slot value labels are compared,
if the newly emerging slot value is equal to the offered slot
value, then the user utterance is labelled as “adoption”. In
other case, the user utterance is labelled as “other”.

Table 3: Zero-shot performance on dev sets and test sets
(Avg GA: average goal accuracy, Joint GA: joint goal ac-
curacy).

Dev Test
Avg GA Joint GA Avg GA Joint GA

All 0.943 0.786 0.925 0.730
Unseen 0.904 0.635 0.910 0.675

Implementation details
We use the BERT-Base (Uncased), which has 12 hidden lay-
ers of 768 units and 12 self-attention heads for lower-cased
input text, to model proposed state trackers. We use Adam
with learning rate of 2e-5 and batch size of 32 to fine-tune

Table 4: Ablation study of improvement on incorporating
with adoption state tracker on dev sets (Avg GA: average
goal accuracy, Joint GA: joint goal accuracy).

Avg GA Joint GA
Our model 0.943 0.786

-Adaption state tracker 0.879 0.640

Table 5: Ablation study of different pointing methods for
free-form slots.

F1 score Precision Recall
LSTM+CRF 0.976 0.989 0.981
Start+End 0.737 0.937 0.739

the pre-trained models. For the rest of hyperparameters, we
use the same settings as proposed in (Devlin et al. 2019). For
each state tracker, we fine-tune the model with 3 epochs.
For the adoption state tracker, the offered slots can be ac-
cessed from the system action, which are provided by the
datasets. For multi-domain dialogues, we also align the slots
from different services with pre-defined rules. These pre-
defined rules are extracted from the training set automati-
cally through a simple criterion. This extracting criterion is
that if the value of some slots in downstream service is equal
to one value in upstream service, the corresponding projec-
tion from the slot in upstream service to the slot in down-
stream is appended to the mapping rule set.

Results
We use two evaluation metrics, average goal accuracy and
joint goal accuracy to evaluate the performance on schema-
guided dialogue state tracking. For average goal accuracy,
we compute the accuracy for the slots which have a non-
empty assignment in the ground truth dialogue state. For
joint goal accuracy, we compute the average accuracy of pre-
dicting all slot assignments for a turn correctly. In these two
evaluation metrics, we use the fuzzy matching score as the
correctness for non-categorical slots.

We make a comparison with the baseline model as de-
scribed in (Rastogi et al. 2019). The baseline model con-
sists of two modules: a schema embedding module and a
state update module. The schema embedding module en-
codes all slots and slot values for categorical slots present in
the schema into an embedded representation. The state up-
date module uses the utterance and the schema embeddings
together to obtain state predictions.

To have a fair comparison, we use the same data parti-
tioning as the baseline model in (Rastogi et al. 2019). As
shown in Table 2, our proposed model achieves the best per-
formance on both dev sets and test sets, 94.3% on average
goal accuracy and 78.6% on joint goal accuracy on dev sets,
92.5% on average goal accuracy and 73.0% on joint goal
accuracy on test sets.

Considering the zero-shot performance, we show the re-
sults on unseen service on both dev sets and test sets in Ta-
ble 3. We can observe that the proposed state trackers also
achieve competitive performance on average goal accuracy.



Table 6: A good case for the “Services 4” service, which is one service in the dev set and not present in the training set (SYS:
system, USR: human user) the dialogue id is “3 00036” in dev set.

Utterance State
USR: Hello! I’m looking to make an appointment with a Psychiatrist in Santa Rosa. Can

you help?
“”city”: “”Santa Rosa”, ”type”: “”Psychiatrist”

SYS: I’d be happy to help. I have compiled a list of 6 therapists that may meet your
needs. May I suggest Beck Jennifer P.? She is a Psychiatrist located in Santa Rosa.

USR: Can you tell me the address of her office? “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “”type”: “Psychiatrist”
SYS: It is 1400 North Dutton Avenue #6.
USR: That’s not the one I was thinking of. Maybe it was a Psychologist. Can you find a

Psychologist in Santa Rosa?
“city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”

SYS: Yes, Bert Epstein is a Psychologist located in Santa Rosa.
USR: Are there any other psychologists in Santa Rosa? “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”
SYS: Blank Gary A is also a licensed Psychologist with an office in Santa Rosa.
USR: Can you tell me what the address of that office is? “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”
SYS: Certainly. The address is 2455 Bennett Valley Road # B208.
USR: Yes, that’s it. “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”
SYS: Would you like to make an appointment now?
USR: Yes, please make any appointment for me. “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”
SYS: Which date and time would work best with your schedule?
USR: Can you see if there is anything available for 18:00 on the 4th? “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”,

“appointment date”: “the 4th”, “appointment time”: “18:00”
SYS: You’d like to make at appointment with Blank Gary A next Monday at 6 pm. Is

that correct?
USR: I’m sorry. I have a meeting that day. Can you see if there are any openings tomor-

row at quarter past 10 in the morning?
“city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”,
“appointment date”: “tomorrow”, “appointment time”: “quarter past 10 in the
morning”

SYS: Let’s review those details. You’d like the appointment for 10:15 am tomorrow.
Have I got that right?

USR: Yes, that would work for me. “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”,
“appointment date”: “tomorrow”, “appointment time”: “10:15 am”

SYS: Your appointment has been confirmed. You will get an email confirmation shortly.
USR: Can you tell me the phone number of the office? “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”,

“appointment date”: “tomorrow”, “appointment time”: “10:15 am”
SYS: Yes, the contact number is 707-526-2525.
USR: Great! Thank you for all of your help. “city”: “Santa Rosa”, “type”: “Psychiatrist”, “therapist name”: “Blank Gary A”,

“appointment date”: “tomorrow”, “appointment time”: “10:15 am”
SYS: You’re welcome. Have a nice day!

Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation experiment on dev sets for consid-
ering the improvement on incorporating with adoption state
tracker. We compare the proposed model that discards adop-
tion state tracker. The results of the ablation experiment are
shown in Table 4. We observe that the model with adoption
state tracker outperforms the model without adoption state
tracker. Specifically, the model incorporating with adoption
state tracker achieves 6.4% improvement on average goal ac-
curacy and 14.6% improvement on joint goal accuracy. The
adoption state tracker improves the performance on both av-
erage goal accuracy and joint goal accuracy effectively.

We also conduct an ablation experiment on dev sets for
considering the different performance between the approach
of labelling IOB sequence for a slot value and the approach
of pointing out the start-end token of a slot value. We eval-
uate this performance through comparing the F1 score on
slot filling task. The results of different pointing methods
are shown in Table 5. We employ the evaluation scripts pro-
vided by organizers to compute the F1 scores. To our sur-

prise, we observe that the pointing method with labelling
IOB sequence (i.e. LSTM+CRF) outperforms the method of
pointing start and end token positions.

Good case study
We also give a specific case to visualize the effectiveness
of proposed model in zero-shot settings as shown in Table
6. For “Services” domain, the “Services 4” service is only
present in the dev set. Although “Services 4” service has the
similar schema with the “Services *” services in training set,
they also have some different slots, for instance the “type”
slot in “Services 4” is totally different. From the example in
Table 6, we observe that our proposed model by the way of
the guided schema can tackle the unseen service effectively.
In addition, the adoption state tracker can detect in which
turn the system offered slots are updated to state precisely.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two zero-shot state trackers, a cat-
egorical state tracker for categorical slots and a free-form



state tracker for free-form slots, to tackle the zero-shot set-
ting on dialogue state tracking. In addition, we propose an
adoption state tracker to detect in which turn the offered slots
from the system are adopted by the user to address the prob-
lem that such offered slots may delay being updated to state
more than two utterances. Through combining above three
proposed state trackers as a pipeline, we achieve 73.03%
joint goal accuracy (i.e. the 5th place) and 92.49% average
goal accuracy (i.e. the 3rd place) on the 4th track in DSTC8.
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